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Background: Active engagement across a range of methodological frameworks is one hallmark of thriving scholarly disciplines. Design-based research is one newer approach to education research that holds promise for developing effective interventions that are iteratively theorized, designed, and tested within local engineering education contexts.

Purpose: To promote engagement with diverse research frameworks, the purpose of this narrative literature review was to identify, describe, and critically examine emerging use of design-based research in engineering education. We addressed research questions focused on characterizing the use of design-based research in engineering education in terms of the a) problems studied, b) interventions designed, c) participant populations and learning contexts, d) research methods employed, e) form(s) of the research findings, and f) limitations of the literature. Furthermore, this work identified current opportunities and challenges of design-based research for the field of engineering education through analysis of review findings in light of the authors’ experiences conducting design-based research in engineering education.

Scope/Method: Using established review procedures that included specified database search terms and inclusion criteria, we identified 24 empirical design-based research studies in engineering education. We used qualitative content analysis to code study characteristics including nationality, participant population, research methods, and learning context. We then synthesized and critiqued findings across studies.

Conclusions: In synthesizing key aspects of empirical design-based research studies in engineering education, this review provides insights into the ways design-based research is being implemented to advance engineering education imperatives and provides a foundation for expanding and strengthening use of design-based research in future work in engineering education. Opportunities of design-based research for engineering education include developing local improvements to the field’s most persistent and vexing issues (i.e., “wicked” problems) and realizing the full potential of technology for 21st century engineering education. Challenges include developing interdisciplinary teams, the need for expertise across multiple research approaches and methods, funding emergent DBR projects, and disseminating DBR results across the project lifespan.
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Simply said, methodology matters. Broadly defined, research methodology comprises the theoretical rationales and frameworks that simultaneously link research methods—specific actions to be conducted, tools to be used, and procedures to be followed—to the ends (i.e., intended outcomes as framed by puzzles, questions, and/or hypotheses) and means (i.e., theoretical underpinnings including ontological and epistemological perspectives) of a research study (Crotty, 1998, p. 3). Clear and deliberate engagement across a range of methodological approaches is often recognized as a hallmark of thriving scholarly disciplines. Explicit exposition of methodological decisions within research studies grounds research in accepted practices for ensuring its quality and signals to the research community how to interpret its findings. Engagement with diverse methodological options within research fields grows capacity to identify, examine, realize, and deliver effective solutions to complex and nuanced issues that persist within fields themselves and/or linger at boundaries shared with other disciplines.

The increasing richness and variety of paradigms, perspectives, strategies, and methods represented within the engineering education research (EER) literature of past decade (2009–2019) suggest that—despite engineering's deep post/positivist
and quantitative roots—EER is shifting toward the opportunities that diverse methodologies offer. Additionally, it signals a growing understanding within and across the field that engineering education’s most vexing issues, including declining interest across all levels of education, historically and systematically embedded processes of marginalization and underrepresentation, and a seemingly insurmountable education research-to-practice divide, require new ways to conduct and disseminate research so as to impact instructional practice and transform the engineering education system. We (the authors) contend that design-based research (DBR) is one such approach that holds promise for realizing effective solutions that—by design—traverse the research-to-practice divide; this contention provided us with the impetus for conducting a narrative literature review of DBR in engineering education.

Background

**What is Design-Based Research?**

Arthur Bakker (2019, p. 1, Chapter I, emphasis in original) differentiates DBR from other educational research approaches saying, “Most educational research describes or evaluates education as it currently is. Some educational research analyzes education as it was. Design [based] research, however, is about education as it could be...” DBR is an approach to educational research wherein the creative and generative processes of design are intimately “intertwined” with the research process: “The design is research-based and the research is design-based” (Bakker, 2019, p. 2, Chapter I). In other words, DBR researchers develop practice-ready solutions to educational problems through the design, realization, implementation, evaluation, and re-design of interventions within authentic learning contexts and in collaboration with key stakeholders (e.g., students, instructors, administrators, and researchers). As a result, DBR researchers design and realize new learning environments (e.g., materials, processes, tools, technologies) as they develop theory and test and evaluate intervention outcomes (Bakker, 2019).

This interweaving of design with research strikes us as being potentially noteworthy for the field of engineering education, wherein researchers may often have prior experience and/or interest in the process of design. Kelly (2014, p. 497) writes how DBR “draws on engineering practices for some of its key values and approaches,” citing as example that the “inspiration for one of the early stage models for design-based research in education (Bannan-Ritland, 2003) was proposed by Woodie Flowers, an MIT engineer...” Within the DBR community, design includes both concrete aspects of the design of objects (e.g., new learning environments, tools, and technologies) as well as more “abstract” and “process-oriented” design aims (e.g., developing sequences of learning activities or procedures for communication and interaction) (Bakker, 2019, pp. 2–3, Chapter I).

**Origins of Design-Based Research**

Historically, the growth of DBR has benefited from the efforts of multiple pioneers, including education researchers focused on curriculum development in the Netherlands (where DBR was known as developmental research) and cognitive psychologists attempting to mitigate the limitations of controlled experiments in education research in the United States (where DBR was known as design experiments) (see Bakker, 2019; Cobb et al., 2017). Because the origins of DBR are most frequently traced to two seminal articles (Brown, 1992; A. Collins, 1992) from the field of cognitive psychology, DBR is commonly referred to as design experiments. However, DBR is internationally recognized by a variety of labels (i.e., development/developmental research, design experiments/experimentation, education design research, and formative experiments) and has only recently grown into its new name (Bakker, 2019, p. 2, Chapter I). In 2003, a group of faculty and researchers committed to theorizing and practicing design-based research in education emerged (The Design-Based Research Collective, 2003) under the name design-based research proposed by Hoadley (2002); DBR has since become a widely used umbrella term to designate research approaches that blend the design of educational interventions with educational and learning research.

**What Design-Based Research Is Not**

In light of many alternative labels for DBR, it is important to clarify what DBR is and what DBR is not. Across the literature, several characteristics are recognized as essential to DBR studies (The Design-Based Research Collective, 2003, p. 5), including the a) goals of designing interventions and developing educational theories about those interventions are intertwined; b) development and research processes are enacted within continuous cycles of design, implementation, analysis, and redesign; c) research on designs leads to educational or learning theories (or proto-theories) that convey the implications of the research to educational practitioners and designers; d) research explains or describes how designs work within authentic contexts with actual learners; and e) research employs the research methods that are appropriate and necessary for connecting learners’ design enactment in context to their educational or learning outcomes. Thus, at its core, DBR is the design of educational interventions and the development of theoretical knowledge about these interventions that, collectively, result in positive and sustainable change in authentic learning environments.

To ensure the change is both positive and effective, DBR is conducted with educational practitioners and stakeholders from within the context of interest, as well as in collaboration researchers from other disciplines (Cobb et al., 2003).
These intimate collaborations with and between practitioners and researchers are an important way that DBR differs from other types of intervention research (see Levy & Begeny, 2018; Rothman & Thomas, 1994) used to evaluate an intervention’s effects via statistical and logical inferences and a limited number of independent variables (Salkind, 2010). DBR also differs from other design-oriented research approaches, such as research through design (see Edelson, 2002; Gaver, 2012), wherein knowledge claims and findings are developed directly from designerly insights and thinking processes that occur during, or as a result of, the realization of prototypes (Stappers & Giaccardi, 2002). Last, due to its commitment to improving locally relevant educational problems in direct collaboration with local stakeholders, DBR is often linked to action research. However, while commitments to realizing local change are similar among these approaches, there are also distinct differences: a requirement for action researchers to be participants in the research endeavor, and a need for DBR studies to develop theory by iteratively improving the design of a solution to an educational problem, rather than to develop collective action to improve an undesirable situation or problem as in action research (Bakker, 2019, p. 8, Chapter I).

**Method, Methodology, Approach, or Paradigm?**

Within the literature, it is possible to find several unique examples of DBR described as research method, methodology, approach, and paradigm. Bakker (2019, p. 13, Chapter I) suggests that part of the obscurity that surrounds DBR results from two causes: a) the lack of “clear-cut categories” in social science research wherein research methods (i.e. techniques) and approaches (i.e., strategies) can be neatly organized and b) the fact that researchers often conflate the terms research methodology, the science (i.e., the why), behind your research methods (i.e., the how), and research approach. Others (see Kelly, 2004; Sandoval, 2014) suggest that, rather than being classifiable as a single or unique research methodology or approach, DBR may instead be a methodological framework—a “genre of flexibly [used] … existing research approaches for the purposes of gaining design based insights and research-based designs” (Bakker, 2019, p. 3, Chapter I).

DBR’s obscure nature further contributes to its larger critique within the field of education: how can DBR’s “dual commitment to improving educational practice and furthering our understanding of learning processes” practically be accomplished (Sandoval, 2014, p. 21)? In other words, what are the steps that DBR researchers use to accomplish context-based design innovation and theory building at the same time (Phillips & Dolle, 2006)? Kelly (2004) breaks down this critique into two “problems” for DBR: the “Problem of Demarcation”—is DBR able to present an “argumentative grammar” (p. 118) able to “differentiate scientific claims from those of pseudoscience” for a generalized population (p. 119)—and the “Problem of Meaningfulness”—is DBR able to be “hypothesis and framework generating” and thus “contributing to model [i.e., theory] formulation,” if even at a local level (p. 122)? Kelly (2004, p. 122) argued that, while the direct contribution of DBR to the generalization of educational interventions may be limited to influencing the thinking of researchers within similar contexts, DBR’s substantial and important contributions to the building educational theory precede and are foundational to generalizable contributions. Said another way, the contextualized theoretical insights that are uniquely provided by DBR studies can subsequently be examined through more *scientific* (i.e., quasi-experimental) studies in order to provide generalizable findings of DBR work.

Alternatively, Sandoval (2014, pp. 22–23) proposed a technique called conjecture mapping to provide the argumentative grammar necessary for conceptualizing and undertaking DBR studies in ways that address both problems. As Sandoval (2014) explains, conjecture mapping is a way of explicitly representing and describing the relationships, in a process map-like form, between the design and theory-based elements of DBR research. Sandoval (2014) suggests that conjecture mapping is one approach for documenting and describing DBR processes systematically and explicitly in order to produce effective interventions and communicate useful, if not generalizable, design principles and theories on learning to practitioners and other researchers.

**Purpose**

To promote use of diverse research approaches within the EER community, the purpose of this narrative literature review was to identify and critically examine emerging use of DBR within EER. Specifically, this review was guided by the following research question and sub questions a.–f.:

1. How has DBR been implemented within empirical studies in EER?
   a. What engineering education problems have been studied?
   b. What types of interventions (e.g., frameworks, strategies, environments, tools, policies) have been designed?
   c. Which populations (i.e., demographics, ages, grade levels) and learning environments (i.e., formal, informal, face-to-face, blended, online) have been studied?
   d. What research methods have been used?
   e. What form do the findings take (design, theoretical, both)?
   f. What are the limitations of this body of literature?
Researcher Positionality
As authors, we identify as white, cisgender female engineering education researchers (one has earned and one is working toward a doctoral degree in engineering education), engineering educators (we are experienced and involved in teaching engineering topics to undergraduate or K–12 students), and engineers (we have each earned master’s degrees and participated in engineering research in our respective disciplines; one of us is a registered professional engineer with over 15 years working as an engineer in industry). Based on our identities, we acknowledge that each of us brings distinct “insider status” (Hesse-Biber, 2014), as well as fundamental knowledge of engineering design practices, to this research.

Along with our engineering identities, we acknowledge that we are (both) currently involved in a multi-year, interdisciplinary DBR in EER project that served as the impetus to conduct this literature review. We decided to undertake this review not only to map the current state of DBR in EER and provide recommendations for the field, but also to look more deeply into the literature as a whole to (perhaps) find some “hidden meaning.” We began this study with hope of developing new understandings of the nuances of DBR—those not necessarily congruent with our experiences in engineering design practice, and (perhaps) even uncovering bits of guidance to help us overcome some of the challenges we face in our own DBR study. To this end, we jointly decided not to include our own DBR articles in this review. Rather, we chose to set aside—as best we could—our personal DBR experiences as we conducted the review (i.e., research question one). Then, we revisited the findings using our own DBR experiences as a lens through which to interpret findings from the perspective of engineering education researchers who approach DBR with engineering-related identities.

Methodology
This narrative literature review provides a comprehensive and critical examination of the emerging use of DBR as a research approach in EER. Although the advantages of conducting systematic style literature reviews are currently highlighted within the EER literature (Borrego, et al., 2014, 2015), our review takes the form of a narrative overview style literature review. Narrative overviews, known within the field of medicine as unsystematic (Oxman et al., 1994) or historical (J. A. Collins & Fauser, 2005) reviews, are comprehensive, descriptive syntheses of available published information on a topic of (potentially wide) interest that are written in an inviting and readable narrative form (Green et al., 2006). As J. A. Collins and Fauser (2005) describe, nascent and/or interdisciplinary research topics are especially suited to the wide vantage provided by narrative style reviews. For such topics, the narrow focus and prescriptive methods that define systematic style reviews can become weaknesses, erasing understanding of historical development provided by narrative threads and limiting the types and perspectives of sources examined. Narrative style reviews, therefore, offer a unique set of advantages that make them better suited for certain purposes, such as educating readers on the origins and historical development of emerging ideas and concepts and for provoking dialog and scholarly debate about new ways of doing and thinking about research through philosophically-minded critique (Green et al., 2006).

For this study, we chose a narrative review approach for several reasons. DBR first emerged within the fields of education and learning sciences literature nearly 30 years ago. More recently (i.e., circa 2005), DBR has started to appear within the engineering education literature. The current DBR literature in engineering education varies in terms of publication scope, types of disciplinary expertise involved, implementation of the DBR approach and associated methodologies, choice and use of methods, and reporting and presentation of study findings. Thus, the nascent and interdisciplinary nature of the DBR in EER literature, as well as a lack of established exemplars, guidelines, standards, or formats within the field that describe how findings from DBR work should be reported within the literature, led us to select the narrative overview as the appropriate methodology for this review.

Methods
Initially, we conducted preliminary searches of several online databases, including ERIC, SCOPUS, and Google Scholar, to identify and establish the literature. We used these initial searches to define the scope of the published DBR in EER literature, to refine the topic, and to develop the research questions to be addressed during the review. After completing preliminary database searches, we developed five inclusion criteria to guide our source selection and reduce self-selection bias:

1. **The work is a peer-reviewed and published journal article, not including conference papers or dissertations.**
2. **The work is available in full text.** The decision to include only full-text studies reflected our desire to read complete sources (and not just abstracts) in order to better ensure accuracy in the analysis and reporting.
3. **The work is published in English.** The decision to include only works published in English reflected our language skills.
4. **The work is an empirical study.** We included only empirical DBR studies, and not theoretical or practitioner-based articles, in keeping with the focus of our research questions. For a source to be considered empirical, it had to include a description of data sources, methods for data collection (i.e., qualitative, quantitative, or mixed methods) and analysis, and findings (design findings, theoretical findings, or both) that followed from the analysis.
5. The work describes an application of DBR in EER. We considered ‘application[s] of DBR in EER’ as studies that were explicitly named or described as being design-based research. In addition, the work had to involve engineering learning content, stakeholders, and/or student participants in the design of an educational intervention (e.g., environment, framework, pedagogy, tool) appropriate for implementation in at least one engineering education learning context (e.g., K–12, undergraduate, or graduate; formal learning settings or informal learning settings such as engineering outreach events or camps).

After consulting with our departmental academic librarian for assistance, we began formal database searching using the following search strings: ‘design based research’ + engineering, ‘design based research’ + STEM, ‘design research’ + engineering, and ‘design research’ + STEM. Along with online databases, we searched individual EER journals, including the Journal of Engineering Education and Computer Applications in Engineering Education, to locate primary sources. No date restriction was placed on the searches in order to preserve the developmental history and “narrative thread” of the topic (J. A. Collins & Fauser, 2005). We began database searching in February of 2020 and stopped searching in June of 2020.

We agreed that any source that did not meet any one of the inclusion criteria would be excluded from the review. To ensure accuracy of inclusion with respect to our criteria, both researchers read each source in its entirety and agreed on its inclusion. In some cases, we deliberated about whether a source should be included. For example, we had several discussions about the study by Langman et al. (2019), which describes development of a tissue engineering curricular module to increase student understanding of mathematical modeling and scientific concepts. The module was developed using a DBR approach, employed engineering principles to teach mathematical and scientific concepts, and was published in an EER journal (i.e., Journal of Pre-College Engineering Education Research). The student population, however, comprised K–12 students in a (non-engineering) summer enrichment program and business and pharmacy technician students in a general mathematics course. Additionally, the research questions used to guide the study were specific to math and science content and did not mention the word engineering. This combination of factors caused us to question whether the study truly represented an empirical application of DBR in EER.

Ultimately, we jointly agreed to include the study based on the knowledge that a) the study employed a DBR approach, b) the module employed learning concepts and principles from the field of tissue engineering, and c) the module would be appropriate for use within an informal engineering learning setting at the high school or early undergraduate introductory engineering levels. As we identified primary sources, we reviewed their reference lists in order to locate additional sources. Once primary sources had been identified, we conducted qualitative content analysis (Schreier, 2014) of the primary sources to answer the research questions.

Limitations
This narrative literature review is limited in at least two ways. The primary limitation is researcher bias during source selection. Researcher subjectivity in selecting sources for inclusion in the review analysis is a common limitation of narrative style literature reviews (Ferrari, 2015). To mitigate this limitation, we adopted several methods (i.e., forming research questions and using inclusion criteria) more characteristic of systematic reviews as recommended by several scholars (J. A. Collins & Fauser, 2005; Ferrari, 2015; Green et al., 2006). Use of these methods helped to reduce source selection bias by ensuring our source selection decisions were procedurally organized and explicit.

The second limitation, which is common to all literature reviews as forms of secondary research, is reliance on best available evidence for making claims and providing critique (Ferrari, 2015). In conducting this study, we found that the research approach known (at that time) to us as design-based research (DBR) was also referred to by other names, including design research, design experiments, and developmental research (Brown, 1992; Cobb et al., 2003; Kelly, 2014). The multiple ways that DBR is referred to presented two distinct difficulties during source selection: a) ensuring that studies identified in database searches were actually empirical applications of DBR and b) judging the extent to which all (or most) published applications of DBR in EER were identified. To ensure that studies included in the review were empirical applications of DBR, we developed database search strings using two of the most prevalent ways of referring to DBR (i.e., design-based research and design research) and then carefully checked the methods sections and reference lists of potential sources to ensure that a DBR approach was used before deciding to include a source. To increase the number of DBR articles located, we reviewed the reference lists of primary sources and searched individual research journals and other systematic reviews of DBR in education (i.e., Anderson & Shattuck, 2012; Zheng, 2015). Despite these actions, however, it is possible that some empirical applications of DBR in EER were not included in this review.

Findings
In the following section, we first present general trends identified within the selected literature, and then follow with a presentation of findings related to the research question and sub questions as synthesized across all primary sources.
**General Trends Within the Literature**

In this section, we discuss general trends within the DBR in EER literature, including a description of primary source publication timeline and venues.

**Publication Timeline**

The publication timeline of identified sources (n = 24) is provided in **Figure 1**. (Note that primary source data are provided in the appendix.) Primary sources included in this review were published between 2005 and 2019. The majority of studies were published after 2010 (**Figure 1**).

The first published DBR in EER scholarship appeared in 2005–2006 within the context of graduate engineering education. The earliest study (Newstetter, 2005) we identified was published in the *Journal of Engineering Education* and described a multi-year, federally funded DBR project to develop curriculum for a new graduate program in biomedical engineering.¹

Curriculum development was guided by the cognitive apprenticeship model of learning in the form of problem-based learning, as is used extensively throughout medical school education. The purpose of this study was to help students become *integrative* thinkers by bringing disparate disciplinary content (i.e., biology, chemistry, engineering, computer science) and skills together in an authentic problem-based learning environment (Newstetter, 2005, p. 207). Design experiments were conducted directly with Ph.D. students (i.e., seven students in the first year) who were enrolled in the program over several years.

The following year, Huang et al. (2006) published a study in *Innovate: Journal of Online Education* that described development and implementation of a graduate level software engineering course based on an open source software development (OSSD) model. Like Newstetter (2005), Huang et al. (2006) implemented DBR directly with students enrolled in a graduate course (19 students). The purpose of the study was to develop a project-based learning curriculum to replicate the multidisciplinary, dynamic, and team-based characteristics of software engineering as it occurs in practice.

By 2010, DBR studies emerged within both undergraduate and K–12 engineering education contexts (**Figure 1**). Although DBR scholarship within graduate engineering education contexts waned after 2011, DBR scholarship grew steadily within undergraduate and K–12 contexts. Our data suggest that DBR in EER scholarship within undergraduate and K–12 contexts can be characterized as international; we identified ten studies originating outside the United States from countries including Australia, Canada, Cost Rica, Hong Kong, Spain, Sweden, Taiwan, and the United Kingdom and the United States.

![Figure 1: Engineering Education Contexts of Primary Sources (n = 24) Identified Publication Year.](image-url)
The international quality of this literature contrasts with a predominant U.S. presence in educational DBR research as reported in other reviews (i.e., Anderson & Shattuck, 2012) and may signal a unique characteristic of DBR in EER scholarship.

Primary sources also represent a wide array of engineering disciplines (i.e., agroindustry, biomedical, chemical, civil, computer, electrical, and mechanical engineering and computer science) and topics (i.e., biomechanics, design, mechanics, nano-biotechnology, sustainability, and transportation) and engage several types of participant groups (i.e., first-year undergraduates; second-year undergraduates; teaching assistants, faculty; engineers, engineering employers and supervisors; elementary, middle, and high school students; K–12 teachers; and instructional design and disciplinary content experts) (see appendix). Todd et al. (2011), for example, conducted DBR with participants comprising undergraduate engineering students, engineering and cooperative education faculty, and cooperative employers and supervisors to design an online community to support cooperative students in engineering. Others (Hardré et al., 2010) employed DBR with 17 K–12 teacher participants to understand the elements of teacher learning and transfer that are important for effective implementation of science and engineering applications in their elementary and middle school classrooms.

**Publication Venues**

The primary sources in this review comprise 24 articles published in a variety of peer-reviewed journals that were categorized into five topic areas: a) engineering education, b) science education, c) online education, d) technology in education, e) general topics in education. Figure 2 presents the number of primary sources identified in each topic area.

Approximately one-half (11/24) of primary sources were published in engineering education journals (i.e., *Journal of Engineering Education, European Journal of Engineering Education, Journal of Pre-College Engineering Education Research,* and *Chemical Engineering Education*). This finding suggests that DBR is gaining acceptance as a rigorous research approach within the EER community. A single article (1/24) was published in a journal devoted to science education (i.e., *Physical Review Physics Education Research*), which suggests that use of DBR may be emerging within engineering education research independent of its use in science education research. The remaining articles were published in journals focused on online education (2/24) (i.e., *International Review of Research in Open and Distance Learning, Journal of Online Education*), technology in education (7/24) (i.e., *Journal of Educational Technology and Society, Journal of Computers and Education, Journal of Education Technology Research and Development, International Journal of Technology and Design Education, IEEE Transactions on Learning Technologies,* and the *Journal of Interactive Learning Environments*), and topics that apply more generally within the field of education (3/24) (i.e., *Journal of Higher Education, Teacher Education Quarterly,* and *Journal of Cooperative Education and Internships*).

![Figure 2: Journal Focus of Primary Sources (n = 24).](image-url)
Interestingly, one-half of the primary sources were published in journals focused on the type of intervention or learning environment (e.g., online learning environment, educational technology, learning community framework for cooperative education) rather than the disciplinary focus of the research (e.g., engineering education). This finding suggests that there are multiple outlets for publishing DBR in EER research, including both the premier journals in EER as well as online and educational-technology-focused journals. This finding can provide researchers with a level of confidence that DBR in EER studies are viewed as publishable within several research communities and at several levels of scholarship.

**Trends within the Literature Related to the Research Question**

To answer the research question and sub-questions, we examined primary sources to understand how DBR has been implemented within empirical EER studies.

**What Engineering Education Problems Have Been Studied?**

We first looked across the data to understand the larger engineering education issues addressed by each primary source. As shown in Figure 3, we categorized issues addressed by the primary sources as a) engineering professional skill development (n = 12); b) teaching and learning assessment in engineering (n = 5); c) student learning of engineering content knowledge (n = 4); d) improvement of interest, perceptions and participation in engineering (n = 3).

One-half (12/24) of the studies sought to develop an intervention to improve engineering professional skill development. Engineering professional skills addressed by these studies were thematically grouped into three subcategories, including interdisciplinary and open-ended problem solving skills (n = 3), experimental inquiry and laboratory skills (n = 3), and design and teaming skills (n = 6).

**What Types of Interventions Have Been Designed?**

We categorized DBR interventions into two types: interventions that require use of technology or Internet access and those that do not.

- **Technology and Web-Based Interventions.** As shown in Table 1, approximately 40 percent (10/24) of the primary sources described development and/or use of technology or web-based interventions. These interventions include technology-based experiments, laboratory activities, and learning environments; web-based tools for classroom instruction; digital and online courseware; online courses; and online course and community environments.
Overall, technology and web-based interventions supported three of four purpose categories of purpose: professional skill development (n = 6), teaching or assessment in engineering (n = 2), and learning engineering content (n = 2). Notably, we did not find any studies that used DBR to develop technology or online tools for the purpose of improving interest in, perceptions of, or participation in engineering.

In contrast, six primary sources supported engineering professional skill development, including all three of its subcategories: interdisciplinary and open-ended problem solving, experimental inquiry and laboratory skills, and design and teaming.

From these data, we conclude that DBR is compatible with a focus on development of educational technology and online learning courses and environments. We further note how the compatibility between DBR and technology development may be largely attributed to similarities existing between DBR and the engineering design process; use of DBR for educational technology development is well documented within the educational literature (see Wang & Hannafin, 2005).

Other Interventions (Not Technology or Web-Based). As shown in Table 2, DBR was employed in over one-half (14/25) of the studies to develop interventions that were not based on technology or use of the Internet. We categorized these “other” interventions into five types as shown in Table 2: curricula (n = 4), pedagogy (n = 3), tools (n = 1), frameworks (n = 3), and in person experiences (n = 3).

These “other” interventions supported all four major categories of study purpose: professional skill development (n = 5), teaching or assessment in engineering (n = 3), learning engineering content (n = 3), and improvement of interests in, perceptions of, and participation in engineering (n = 3). Professional skill development was mainly supported through development of curricular and pedagogical interventions; improving interest, perceptions, and participation in engineering was mainly supported through development of frameworks and in-person experiences. One of these studies (Hira & Hynes, 2019) explicitly named broadening participation in engineering as the purpose of the study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Technology or Web-based Intervention</th>
<th>Issue Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. (2006)</td>
<td>OSSD online course environment and curriculum for graduate students in software engineering</td>
<td>Engineering professional skill development: interdisciplinary and open-ended problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kong et al. (2009)</td>
<td>Remote-controlled experiments for electrical circuits for Primary Four students (Hong Kong)²</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernhard (2010)</td>
<td>Technology-based conceptual labs in mechanics and electrical circuits for undergraduate engineering students</td>
<td>Engineering professional skill development: experimental inquiry and laboratory skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yueh et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Digital laboratory courseware in nanotechnology for undergraduate engineering and science students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bower (2011)</td>
<td>Web conferencing course environment for introductory software design course</td>
<td>Engineering professional skill development: design and teaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlton and Avramides (2016)</td>
<td>Internet of Things (IoT) as a learning environment for design and making STEM activities for 14–15 year olds</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedrichsen et al. (2017)</td>
<td>AIChE Concept Warehouse – website to support use of concept-based pedagogies¹</td>
<td>Teaching or assessment in engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liu and Yu (2019)</td>
<td>Online system to support active learning through questioning and formative evaluation in large undergraduate engineering classrooms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd et al. (2011)</td>
<td>Online learning community for engineering cooperative students</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joo et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Online course in quality control for undergraduate students in an agroindustry engineering program</td>
<td>Learning engineering content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Which Participant Populations and Learning Environments Have Been Studied?

Three studies (Bower, 2011; Huang et al., 2006; Newstetter, 2005) engaged with graduate engineering student participants. Seven studies engaged with undergraduate engineering student participants; one of those studies identified participants as being from groups historically underrepresented in engineering (Gomez & Svihla, 2019). Eight studies engaged with K–12 student participants; one of those studies (Blanchard et al., 2015) engaged with participants identified as historically underrepresented in engineering.

K–12 participants included elementary (U.S. grades 3–5, Hong Kong Primary Four students), middle (U.S. grades 6–8) and high school (U.S. grades 9–12, UK Year 10, Taiwan Grade 10) students. Other studies engaged with different types of student participants and/or with participants who were not students, including (non-engineering) undergraduate and high school students.

Table 2: Other Interventions Developed Using Design-Based Research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>Issue Addressed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Curricula (4 studies)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Newstetter (2005)</td>
<td>Biomedical engineering curriculum based on cognitive apprenticeships and problem-based learning for graduate students</td>
<td>Engineering professional skill development: interdisciplinary and open-ended problem solving</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langman et al. (2019)</td>
<td>Mathematical modeling curricular module based on a tissue engineering context for high school and early college students</td>
<td>Learning engineering content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weber et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Life cycle assessment: environmental sustainability curricular module for introductory engineering students</td>
<td>Learning engineering content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Engineering design curricular module for high school students</td>
<td>Engineering professional skill development: design and teaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pedagogy (3 studies)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasgupta (2019)</td>
<td>Improvable models, a new type of physical models, to engage K–12 students in engineering design</td>
<td>Engineering professional skill development: design and teaming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomez and Svihla (2019)</td>
<td>Parley sessions, decision matrices for supporting consensus building and decision making of chemical engineering students during design activities</td>
<td>Learning engineering content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guisasola et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Teaching and learning sequences for introductory engineering and science students learning physics</td>
<td>Learning engineering content</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tools (1 study)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diefes-Dux et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Learning assessment tools for open-end problem solving in large engineering courses (rubrics, task-specific supports, scorer training)</td>
<td>Teaching or assessment in engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Frameworks (3 studies)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tang (2013)</td>
<td>Similarities and differences between in-school and out-of-school media representations of engineering experienced by high school students</td>
<td>Interest, perceptions, and participation in engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hira and Hynes (2019)</td>
<td>Interest-based engineering design challenges framework for interesting pre-college students in engineering</td>
<td>Teaching or assessment in engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moore et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Quality assessment framework for K–12 engineering education</td>
<td>Teaching or assessment in engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>In-Person Experiences (3 studies)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardré et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Six-week resident learning experience in science and engineering for K–12 teachers</td>
<td>Teaching or assessment in engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanchard et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Inquiry-centered after-school program for middle school students; provides design experiences focused on 21st century engineering challenges</td>
<td>Interest, perceptions, and participation in engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guloy et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Learning support workshops paired with university courses for first year engineering and science students</td>
<td>Learning engineering content</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
students (Langman et al., 2019); undergraduate faculty (Friedrichsen et al., 2017; Todd et al., 2011); K–12 instructors (Hardré et al., 2010); teaching assistants (Diefes-Dux et al., 2010); practicing engineers and/or industry members (Diefes-Dux et al., 2010; Todd et al., 2011); and instructional designers and content experts (Yueh et al., 2014) (see appendix).

When examining learning environments across studies, we found that 75 percent (18/24) of studies were conducted within/for in-person learning contexts (e.g., face-to-face courses, workshops, and after-school programs). Three studies were conducted within blended course contexts (i.e., remote access or online tools used in face-to-face courses) (Huang et al., 2006; Kong et al., 2008; Yueh et al., 2014). Three studies were conducted within/for purely online courses contexts or through the exclusive use of an online tool (Bower, 2011; Joo et al., 2014; Todd et al., 2011).

**What Research Methods Have Been Used?**

Use of multiple qualitative methods (i.e., multmethods) and/or qualitative and quantitative methods (i.e., mixed methods) is considered essential for developing detailed understandings of design implementation and the associated effects on learning in context. Moreover, it is common for DBR researchers in education to employ the term *mixed methods* to report use of both qualitative and quantitative methods in a single study (e.g., Anderson & Shattuck, 2012), regardless of the extent to which method *mixing* or integration occurs (cf. Creamer, 2017; Creswell, 2014). In our data, nine studies (38%) reported using both qualitative and quantitative methods without using the term *mixed methods* explicitly. Seven other studies (29%) explicitly stated use of *mixed methods*; three of these studies (Blanchard et al., 2015; Liu & Yu, 2019; Weber et al., 2014) named or described the specific mixed-method research design employed (e.g., sequential explanatory mixed-methods design). Of the remaining eight studies, six studies employed qualitative methods and two studies used purely quantitative methods (see appendix).

Across studies, researchers employed varying combinations of quantitative and/or qualitative methods. Qualitative methods included in-person and online surveys, design evaluations by experts and instructors, and performance scores. Qualitative methods included open-ended surveys, one-on-one interviews, focus group interviews, participant journaling, observations, and artifact collection. Several authors emphasized the benefits of using quantitative and qualitative methods together in the same study, describing how it improved the trustworthiness of their findings by enabling them to interpret data using multiple analytical perspectives.

Along with use of multi and/or mixed methods, an iterative design cycle (i.e., data collection, analysis, and revision) is paramount to the DBR process (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012). Previously, scholars (Zheng, 2015) have critiqued the educational DBR literature for failing to provide details about design iterations and for reporting on a single iteration. For example, Zheng (2015) reported that 50 percent of 162 primary sources in their systematic review of DBR literature reported on a single design iteration. Anderson and Shattuck (2012) described challenges with deciphering information about iterations that arise due to the "variety of terms and time measurements are used in DBR studies to discuss iterations (e.g., year, site, phase, iteration, cycle, phase, case study)" in the literature. In this study, we noted that more than one-half of (14/24) primary sources reported on a single design iteration. Ten studies reported on multiple (i.e., two or more) design iterations (see Table 3; appendix). Four of these studies reported on three or more iterations; the maximum number of iterations reported was five (Moore et al., 2014).

**What Form Do the Findings Take?**

Given DBR’s iterative and longitudinal nature, questions about how, when, and what to report as DBR research findings linger within the literature. Thus, it was not surprising to find that primary sources did not report findings in similar ways. To develop an approach for synthesizing findings across DBR studies, we followed Sandoval (2014, pp. 21–22) who identified six design and theory-related elements comprising DBR research: a) high level theoretical conjectures about how to improve a practical educational problem, b) embodiment of a design intervention to improve upon the problem, c) educational or learning outcomes resulting from implementation of the design intervention, d) identification of mediating processes generated by the design that produce the outcome, e) design findings in the form of conjectures, heuristics, or principles that describe how the design generated the mediating processes, and f) theoretical findings in the form of conjectures that describe how the mediating processes generated by the design produced the desired outcome. We reasoned that, in absence of an exemplar paper or specific DBR reporting guidelines within the literature, these essential DBR characteristics could serve as a framework for organizing and reporting on the findings of the studies in this review. In the following sections, we present our review of the primary source findings in terms of these six DBR elements.

**Theoretical Conjectures about Improving Educational Problems.** The larger engineering education issue (i.e., professional skill development; teaching and learning assessment; content learning; and improvement of interest, perceptions, and participation) that was addressed by each primary source was previously presented in Tables 1 and 2. Our review found that all primary sources described a larger engineering education issue addressed by the DBR study. In addition, we found that more than one-half of the studies (14/24) explicitly named the high level theory used to support the type of innovation needed to improve the problem or issue.
Specifically, we noted a variety of theories that were used to conjecture about design innovations. These theories include Variation Learning Theory (Bernhard, 2010); Inquiry-Oriented Instruction, Socially Relevant Design, and Collaborative Learning (Blanchard et al., 2015); Multimedia Design Principles and Social Constructivism (Bower, 2011); Experiential Learning (Dewey) and Constructionism (Papert) (Charlton & Avramides, 2016); Cognitive Constructivism (Piaget) (Charlton & Avramides, 2016); Diffusion of Innovation Theory (Friedrichsen et al., 2017); Ethics of Care (Gomez & Svihla, 2019); Organismic Integration Theory (Guloy et al., 2017); Community of Practice (Lave and Wenger) (Huang et al., 2006); Transactional Distance (Joo et al., 2014); Observational Learning Theory (Kong et al., 2009); Conformity and Expertise Theories (Liu & Yu, 2019); Cognitive Apprenticeship Model (Newstetter, 2005); and Work-Integrated Learning Models (Todd et al., 2011).

Additionally, we found that the 10 remaining studies relied on other forms of theoretically-grounded support to justify their design innovations. For example, some studies (Dasgupta, 2019; Fan et al., 2018; Langman et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2014; Tang, 2013; Weber et al., 2014) used educational goals and requirements described in standards and high-level reports, including those published by organizations such as the National Academies, National Research Council (e.g., Next Generation Science Standards), Council of Chief State School Officers (e.g., Common Core Standards) and the accreditation body for engineering programs (i.e., ABET). Other studies (Diefes-Dux et al., 2010; Guisasola et al., 2017; Yueh et al., 2014) relied on well-researched pedagogical frameworks (i.e., model-eliciting activities, teaching and learning sequences, and virtual laboratories) to support their design ideation. In sum, we found that all studies in this review described use of some form of higher level, theoretically informed backing to support the ideation of the design intervention.

**Embodiment of the Design Intervention.** All primary sources described the embodiment of a design intervention; brief descriptions of the interventions were previously presented in Tables 1 and 2 (see also the appendix). Across studies, design embodiments were depicted using a variety of representations, including thick description (e.g., Blanchard et al., 2015), schematics or graphics (e.g., Bernhard, 2010), computer screen shots (e.g., Bower, 2011), digital images (e.g., Dasgupta, 2019), tables (e.g., Gomez & Svihla, 2019), and through combinations of these types of representations (e.g., Charlton & Avramides, 2016; Tang, 2013).

**Educational or Learning Outcomes.** All primary sources presented evidence of the educational or learning outcomes resulting from the implementation of the design intervention within an authentic learning context (Table 3).

---

**Table 3:** Educational and Learning Outcomes Reported by Design-Based Research Studies.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Iterations</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Form of Evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational Outcomes (14 studies)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanchard et al. (2015)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Increase in student interest and awareness of engineering careers, enjoyment of design-based activities, understanding of what engineers do</td>
<td>Analysis of questionnaire and focus group responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlton and Avramides (2016)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Indicators of collaboration and problem-based learning (production)</td>
<td>Mapping of student activities to learning indicators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diefes-Dux et al. (2010)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Fidelity to engineering expert-identified characteristics of high performance on MEAs</td>
<td>Comparison of TA scores with expert scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedrichsen et al. (2017)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Propagation of a technology-based educational innovation</td>
<td>Diffusion network diagrams and survey responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guloy et al. (2017)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identification of learning outcomes and design requirements needed for a paired learning support workshop</td>
<td>Analysis of questionnaire and interview responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardré et al. (2010)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Identification of key features of teacher professional development that promote critical student and teacher outcomes</td>
<td>Documentation of expected/unexpected events, in relation to process and products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hira and Hynes (2019)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Increase in student personal interest in engineering and inclusivity of pre-college engineering education</td>
<td>Vignettes: descriptions of student activities; analysis of survey results</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huang et al. (2006)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Factors that influence the success of software design projects</td>
<td>Descriptive analysis of course features and their effects on student interactions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Contd.)
More than one-half of studies (14/24) provided evidence of educational outcomes (e.g., grading fidelity, quality indicators, interest improvements, courseware evaluation); other studies (10/24) provided evidence of student learning/skill development outcomes (e.g., learning gains, cognitive and design engagement improvement) as DBR findings. Primary sources used varying forms of evidence to support and explain these outcomes; studies that described several design iterations often provided vignettes or thick descriptions of the outcomes and changes that occurred to the intervention.

Mediating Processes. We found that none of primary sources employed conjecture mapping as proposed by (Sandoval, 2014), nor did they explicitly identify mediating processes connecting embodied use of the design intervention to the educational or learning outcomes observed. Thus, it was unrealistic, within the scope of this review, to report on mediating processes. We note that some primary sources may have embedded descriptions of mediating processes within their thick descriptions of student learning events. For example, Bernhard (2010, p. 278) described students’ “lived object of learning”—how students “see, understand, and make sense of the object of learning” during implementation of the intervention. These descriptions are likely to include the identification of mediating processes. Furthermore, other studies (i.e., Dasgupta,
2019; Gomez & Svihla, 2019; Hira & Hynes, 2019; Newstetter, 2005; Tang, 2013) provided such rich and detailed tracings of participants’ actions with the intervention that mediating processes could potentially be interpreted from these data.

**Design and Theoretical Findings.** Following Sandoval (2014), we define *design findings* as conjectures, heuristics, or principles that describe how the design of the intervention generates mediating processes, and *theoretical findings* as conjectures that describe how mediating processes produce the outcomes. Because primary sources did not report design and theoretical findings as such, we carefully reviewed each to study for evidence of these two types of findings. This evidence, presented in Table 4, indicated that an interlacing of design and theory was present in these studies.

**Table 4**: Evidence of Design and Theoretical Findings in Design-Based Research (n = 24).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author (year)</th>
<th>Design Findings</th>
<th>Theoretical Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bernhard (2010)</td>
<td>Principles for designing labs, or lab-like learning environments, that support conceptual learning</td>
<td>Variation theory supports the design of conceptual labs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blanchard et al. (2015)</td>
<td>Program promoted adoption of concrete strategies and aspirational career goals simultaneously. Concrete strategies supported and nurtured aspirational goals while still in school</td>
<td>Program is one approach to respond to calls to broaden access to and increase awareness of engineering, especially among underrepresented groups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bower (2011)</td>
<td>Principles for scaffolding creative design learning in online environments</td>
<td>Multimedia and socio-constructivist learning principles support design learning in online environments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlton and Avramides (2016)</td>
<td>IoT environment enabled flexible “making” and encouraged experimentation by not exactly helping to solve the problem directly</td>
<td>Flexible knowledge construction and production during IoT-based design challenges foster collaborative learning and collective engagement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dasgupta (2019)</td>
<td>Improvable models engaged students in idea generation through processes of revision and redesign, manipulation of current design parameters, and design decomposition and optimization</td>
<td>K–12 students can productively engage in heuristics generation and engineering design practices using Improvable Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diefes-Dux et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Assessment tools to promote high fidelity to expert evaluation of MEA products</td>
<td>Design of evaluation tools for open-ended problems embedded within a larger educational system can be addressed through use of various educational research methods and a multi-tiered teaching experiment methodology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fan et al. (2018)</td>
<td>Engineering design course used to create mechanical toys (Automata) using various mechanisms (see Fan &amp; Yu, 2017)</td>
<td>Interest and metacognitive skills are key motivational factors for students involved in engineering design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedrichsen et al. (2017)</td>
<td>DBR-based model for collecting and analyzing intervention propagation data for developers and researchers interested in research impact and education reform.</td>
<td>Intervention propagation data can guide approaches for increasing use and be fed back into the design process to guide design of the technology itself</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gomez and Svihla (2019)</td>
<td>Parley sessions related to key design decisions improved communication by providing students opportunities to argue through evidence and negotiate ideas through uncertainty. Scaffolding to key decisions resulted in more manageable amount of core content</td>
<td>Negotiating ideas with peers through uncertainty shifts peer communication from transfer of knowledge to collaboration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guisasola et al. (2017)</td>
<td>Guide to teachers for implementing Teaching and Learning Sequences (TLS)</td>
<td>DBR can be used as a model for teacher driven design and evaluation of TLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guloy et al. (2017)</td>
<td>By embodying aspects of more autonomous forms of extrinsic motivation (i.e., identification), the intervention is more likely to help students persist through challenges, engage in disciplinary craft, and seek help from peers, while studying</td>
<td>Future research should focus on how students can be extrinsically motivated to participate and value the adoption of desired learning strategies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardré et al. (2010)</td>
<td>Guidelines for designing effective professional development programs</td>
<td>Authentic transfer among teachers is key to bridge professional development into teaching practice</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Contd.)
In sum, our review found that the primary sources generally communicated design findings related to the functioning of the inventions and the theoretical findings in the form of local proto-theories or connections to higher theory. However, despite these valuable communications, primary source findings were not explicitly labeled as design findings and theoretical findings and it is possible that we misinterpreted what those findings really were.
What Are the Limitations of This Body of Literature?

The primary sources included in this review served as rich examples of DBR. They clearly captured the essence of DBR through thoughtful and purposeful consideration of a practical problem of significance in engineering education, design ideation in conjunction with theory, and execution of research plans that successfully uncovered relationships between theory, designed intervention, and educational practice. We are excited by the robustness of these DBR in EER studies, especially given the early stage of DBR’s emergence within the field. However, as is true in areas of emerging scholarship, recommendations for improvements can be offered. In this section, we describe limitations of the DBR in EER literature as suggested by our findings.

Inconsistent Reporting of Key DBR Elements. Across primary sources, we noted inconsistent reporting of several fundamental elements of DBR, including a) research questions/hypotheses and the number of design iterations completed; b) information about the context of implementation; c) descriptions of changes made to the intervention between iterations; and d) DBR findings to include intervention outcomes, design findings, and theoretical findings. For example, we identified eight (33%) studies that did not clearly state the research question or hypothesis guiding the inquiry. In some studies, it was difficult to discern the number of iterations being reported on, whether because the research agenda spanned several years (e.g., Bernhard, 2010), the multi-year project took place in stages (e.g., Diefes-Dux et al., 2010), or several interwoven cycles of evaluation were conducted (e.g., Yueh et al., 2014). We considered studies in which aggregate findings were reported from data generated across similar contexts (e.g., multiple classrooms in the same school) simultaneously (e.g., Fan et al., 2018) to be single iteration studies, since design improvements could not have been accomplished between the simultaneous implementations.

Primary sources also varied in the amount of detail they provided about the implementation context and the amount of description they provided about the design changes made between iterations. We note that it is difficult for DBR study authors to provide “just the right amount” of detailed information, because the level of required detail can vary with the complexity and length of the study and with publishing requirements. Despite these challenges, we note several exemplar studies that provide substantial detail in accessible forms: Dasgupta (2019) is an example of a single iteration DBR study embedded within the historical context of prior iterations; Gomez and Svihla (2019) and Hira and Hynes (2020) are well-detailed two and three iteration DBR studies, respectively; and Bernhard (2010) and Moore et al., (2014) are examples of five (or more) iteration DBR studies. While we found in our review that all primary sources reported on educational or learning outcomes (Table 3), few explicitly named, or made distinctions between, design and theoretical findings that serve to connect the design embodiment to the reported outcomes (although we found evidence of these findings, as shown in Table 4).

In considering these critiques, it is important to assess how the unique nature of DBR—its relationship to history, its large and complex data sets, its longitudinal nature, and the multiple types of findings it produces—affect the reporting of DBR studies. Clearly, DBR researchers have much to report and, subsequently, consumers of DBR have much to read and understand. Single iteration DBR studies are almost always situated within larger studies in progress—or are themselves the beginnings of a new research studies—and should include detailed information about the fit of the single iteration within the larger DBR landscape. Moreover, the continuously unfolding and never quite finished nature of DBR calls for the kind of thick, rich description common in qualitative research to build transferability into its findings. Thus, we suggest it is easy for DBR researchers to become overwhelmed trying to satisfy both consumers and publishers of their work.

We suggest that one way for the field of engineering education to promote robust DBR research is to develop a set of guidelines for reporting DBR in scholarly publications. The purpose of these guidelines would be to provide a framework for describing and organizing DBR studies in order to support transferability among practitioners and publication readability among all DBR consumers. For example, the framework may take a form already provided within the education literature, such as the conjecture mapping (Sandoval, 2014) schema used in this review. However, whatever its precise form, the framework should help researchers ensure that key DBR elements are consistently reported through detailed guidance pertaining to the inclusion of thick, rich descriptions of the study history and situation, learning context, evolving intervention embodiment, and context of implementation.

Inconsistent Reporting Participant Demographic Information. As is common in engineering education research (Pawley, 2017), the primary sources in this review generally did not report adequate participant demographic information (e.g., gender, race, ethnicity). For example, we found that over one-half (14/24) of the studies did not report any participant demographic information. We note that, in one of these studies (e.g., Yueh et al., 2014), the lack of participant demographic information did not seem to limit transferability since the participants (practitioners and experts) were evaluating the intervention (digital courseware) and were not part of the target population for the intervention (students). In addition, we found that seven studies reported partial participant demographic information (e.g., gender only) and noted only three studies that reported detailed demographic information about participants (see appendix). Because of the criticality of demographic information in DBR, we suggest that the emerging engineering education DBR community has an unique opportunity to set the example for the field by establishing demographics reporting as a required element of DBR in EER.

Table 4

Inconsistent Reporting Participant Demographic Information.
scholarship. In doing so, DBR scholarship will serve to heighten the collective impact of diversity and inclusion scholarship throughout the field.

**Limited Research with and for Underrepresented Groups in Engineering.** As we actively work toward improving diversity and inclusion in engineering education, it is essential that more attention be paid to designing interventions to benefit diverse student groups. To do this, more DBR must be conducted with participants from groups underrepresented in engineering. Within our review, we noted only two studies (Blanchard et al., 2015; Gomez & Svihla, 2019) that reported purposefully working with underrepresented racial and ethnic groups in engineering; a single study (Hira & Hynes, 2019) stated that a purpose of their work was to broaden participation in engineering. We applaud these efforts and call for more DBR work to be accomplished with and for diverse, underrepresented groups in engineering.

**Discussion**

In the following sections, we discuss implications of our review findings in terms of the opportunities and challenges that DBR presents for the field engineering education. We consider our own experiences conducting an ongoing DBR in EER in light of these results to provide further insights to the discussion.

**Opportunities for Design-Based Research in Engineering Education**

Developing Local Improvements to Engineering Education's Most Vexing, "Wicked" Problems

Wicked problems are the “problems worth solving” (Kolko, 2012). In contrast to merely difficult problems, wicked problems cannot be solved using traditional processes; use of conventional processes, in fact, often makes wicked problems worse. Wicked problems have multiple, interrelated causes, are difficult to fully and completely define, and don’t have single, correct answers. For these reasons, solutions to wicked problems are better or worse, not right or wrong. Therefore, approaches taken toward fixing wicked problems must focus on practical ways to improve, rather than to solve, these highly contextual situations (Rittel & Webber, 1973).

The results of this review provide evidence that DBR is a research approach suited to tackling engineering education’s wicked problems. Already, DBR has gained attention as a mechanism for instituting and perpetuating instructional change toward the development of collaborative competencies and student-centered learning, most notably through the use of project- and problem-based learning strategies (Kolmos, 2015). This important application of DBR—advancing active, collaborative, and student-centered learning in engineering—is further represented by several studies included in this review (e.g., Bernhard, 2010; Bower, 2011; Charlton & Avramides, 2016; Fan et al., 2018; Gomez & Svihla, 2019; Huang et al., 2006; Liu & Yu, 2019; Newstetter, 2005).

Along with enacting enduring instructional change, the studies in this review revealed other ways that DBR is being used to improve engineering education. Specifically, the works of Blanchard et al. (2015), Hira and Hynes (2019), and Tang (2013) highlighted use of DBR as a mechanism for developing contextual interventions to increase interest and broaden participation in engineering. For example, the work of Blanchard et al. (2015), developing an engineering-focused after-school program within a low-income majority-minority community, acts to improve historically and systematically embedded processes of marginalization and underrepresentation present within that local community. As another example, we consider our own DBR work, which focuses on the development of an accessible, smart-phone enabled mobile tool to excite diverse student interest in the study of fluid mechanics—an important interdisciplinary area of engineering research practice—through active visualization and quantification of fluid flows (cf. Hertzberg, Leppek, & Gray, 2012; Rossman & Skvirsy, 2010). These examples, which highlight the potential of DBR to develop interventions focused on broadening interest and participation in engineering, inspire us to ask following question: In what other ways can DBR be used to make the wicked problems we face engineering education better?

**Realizing the Potential of Technology in Engineering Education**

Since its emergence, DBR has been increasingly employed within education research, particularly within K–12 contexts and for purposes of designing technology-based educational interventions (Anderson & Shattuck, 2012). Wang and Hannafin (2005) described the intense compatibility that exists between DBR and the design of technology-enhanced learning environments. Unlike other approaches to educational research that may seek to build and abstract scientifically credible theory from findings as a culminating result, technology-enhanced design research thrives when local theory can be generated and applied to inform the design (Wang & Hannafin, 2005).

In their literature review of the five most cited education DBR articles by year between 2000–2010, Anderson and Shattuck (2012) reported that 21/31 (68%) empirical articles focused on developing technology-based interventions, including educational software packages, multi-use virtual environments, wikis, social networking, games, mobile and positioning, digital storytelling, and other technology-supported activities. (We note that none of these studies are situated within an engineering education context.) In our review, we found that 10/24 (42%) of DBR in EER studies focused on development of technology-based interventions, including online or technology-based courses and course environments (Bower, 2011; Charlton
& Avramidès, 2016; Huang et al., 2006; Joo et al., 2014), digital courseware (Yueh et al., 2014), technology-based laboratory activities (Bernhard, 2010; Kong et al., 2009), an online community support website (Todd et al., 2011), and online systems to support conceptual learning and formative assessment in large classrooms (Friedrichsen et al., 2017; Liu & Yu, 2019). In addition, 18/24 (75%) interventions described in this review were developed for in-person (face-to-face) learning environments. Comparing across fields, we wonder why and how the creative ideation of technology-based interventions in engineering education compares less favorably—both in terms of the number and types of technology-based interventions—than technology-based DBR research in other education fields.

We are hopeful that the growing presence of DBR in EER, as evidenced by the results of this review, will catalyze and cultivate more technology-based interventions in engineering education. In light of the recent pandemic that has made remote and technology-based learning a global necessity, the need for effective and engaging educational technology is higher now than ever before. Moreover, we note that our own interdisciplinary DBR work would not have been possible without making a paradigmatic shift toward a DBR approach. Knowing how DBR has provided opportunities for our own technology-based educational research, we anticipate an increase in similar engineering education research as the larger community discovers DBR.

**Challenges to Conducting Design-Based Research in Engineering Education**

**Managing the Development of An Interdisciplinary DBR Team**

DBR project teams necessarily comprise people from different backgrounds and with a variety of skills. For example, DBR project teams often include education and learning science researchers, disciplinary researchers, instructors, teachers, instructional designers, software developers and programmers, administrators, and students. The resultant breadth of knowledge, experience, and know-how is the fuel that propels DBR innovation and discovery and establishes the link between research and practice. One challenge to the success of DBR projects, however, results from the team’s size and multidisciplinarity: How to develop a group of diverse, multidisciplinary collaborators into a well-functioning and productive interdisciplinary DBR team.

The making of interdisciplinary teams is critical to the success of a DBR project. While interdisciplinary team members possess specific expertise and defined project roles; they also willingly contribute across shared technical objectives that span the boundaries of their area of expertise. Interdisciplinary team members remain committed to project goals and objectives and contribute when, where, and how they can. In contrast, members of teams that remain multidisciplinary in nature often act and feel differently. First and foremost, multidisciplinary team members act as experts in their field; they may compartmentalize project objectives and remain focused on their particular tasks and contributions. Due to their concentration on specific aspects of the project, multidisciplinary team members may lose sight of shared technical objectives and the affordances (and constraints) of the intervention under development.

The studies in our review offer a few hints of this challenge of DBR. While several studies were conducted by DBR teams comprising just a few people (e.g., Bernhard, 2010; Bower, 2011; Dasgupta, 2019; Gomez & Svihla, 2019; Huang et al., 2006; Joo et al., 2014; Tang, 2013), other studies involved teams of stakeholder from multiple disciplinary backgrounds (e.g., Blanchard et al., 2015; Charlton & Avramidès, 2016; Diefes-Dux et al., 2010; Friedrichsen et al., 2017; Hardré et al., 2010; Weber et al., 2014). To highlight the range of DBR team sizes present in our review, we compare studies by Dasgupta (2019) and Blanchard et al. (2015). On the one hand, Dasgupta (2019, p. 399) conducted a DBR study as PhD dissertation research, describing the need to find a teacher collaborator with “...interest ... in providing an opportunity for ... students to engage in an iterative engineering design activity, and the willingness ... to work with researchers and implement the research curriculum during the regular science period.” On the other hand, Blanchard et al. (2015) conducted a multi-year, multi-institution DBR project in collaboration with teachers and administrators across three middle schools. From these data we conclude that: a) the challenges of DBR team development may be prevalent among some EER studies and not others, and b) DBR in EER teams can be large and diverse enough to warrant efforts placed into team development.

We have felt the challenges of building an interdisciplinary team within our own DBR in EER project. In partnering with disciplinary researchers in engineering and computer science, we have come to consider how academic cultures of disparate disciplines may affect the development of an interdisciplinary DBR team. Borrego (2007, p. 98) reported on difficulties experienced by disciplinary engineering faculty in “valuing a collaborative approach to engineering education research and incorporating the perspectives and methodological expertise of multiple disciplines.” Generally, disciplinary researchers act (and are rewarded for acting) as expert researchers, charting their own course for discovery within their primary knowledge domain. Realistically, DBR does not provide the same opportunities for domain-specific discovery that disciplinary research does. This reality can result in disciplinary researchers losing interest, especially when DBR projects run over several years and place varying amounts of focus on any single disciplinary expertise.

We have found that the development of an interdisciplinary DBR team takes attention, patience, and generation of sustained interest in the actual intervention itself. We have found that DBR collaborators, even those from engineering disciplines, will not necessarily be familiar or comfortable with the iterative process of design when it is intertwined with
research. We have learned the importance of establishing and periodically reinforcing team member connection to and excitement about the educational intervention. For example, we found that encouraging engineering team members to present early design iterations and preliminary technical findings at academic conferences and university-sponsored poster sessions helped them to feel personal ownership in the intervention and remain enthusiastic and committed to project goals. Conferences having a disciplinary focus (e.g., mechanical engineering), rather than an education focus, worked best for this; today, many disciplinary engineering conferences sponsor education-focused sessions.

Need for Expertise across Multiple Educational Research Approaches and Methods
Along with developing an interdisciplinary team, DBR requires engineering education researchers to engage with a variety of data collection methods and to synthesize and integrate multiple forms of data during analysis. As evidence of this challenge, we note that 16/24 studies in this review reported using both quantitative and qualitative methods. Even in studies that reported using purely quantitative or qualitative methods, DBR researchers employ several data collection and analysis methods within a single study.

In our DBR work, we have found engagement across a range of education research methods to be both exhilarating and exhausting. Exhilaration has come from freedom to consider (and learn) new approaches to data collection and how the specific information gained from each method provide needed insights into the intervention design. Exhaustion has, at times, crept in due to the need to prepare and submit multiple research protocols to our institutional review board (IRB) based on the specific combinations of research sites (e.g., undergraduate class, K-12 STEM outreach camp), methods, and procedures being employed. To help combat methods-induced exhaustion, we have developed collaborative relationships with protocol reviewers in our university's IRB office. Protocol reviewers provide us feedback on early protocol drafts and guidance on composing and organizing protocols efficiently when working with multiple participant populations (e.g., K-12 students and undergraduates).

We also engage with methods-based experts within the college of education at our university, who assist with instrument development and analysis techniques as needed. Last, we use technology, such as online transcription services to reduce costs (time and money) of transcribing qualitative video and audio recordings, as much as is feasible.

Funding DBR Projects
In our review, 15/24 (62%) studies reported having funding sources to conduct DBR research; five of these studies reported having multiple funding sources. Three studies reported funded through five-year mechanisms (CAREER and IUSE/PFE-RED programs) from the National Science Foundation (NSF); another study was funded through the NSF RET program. Other U.S. funding sources included the Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Health and Child Development, Institute of Education Sciences (IES), and the U.S. Department of Education. International funding support was received from the European Union under the Practice-based Experiential Learning Analytics Research and Support (PELARS) program, Simon Fraser University, Swedish Research Council and Swedish National Agency for Higher Education, and the Ministry of Science and Technology of Taiwan, the Taiwanese National Science Council and the National Taiwan University.

Based on these findings, we suggest that, currently, funding may act as an obstacle to DBR in EER. For example, a perceived need to fund DBR work (that can last over a decade or more) through multiple, separate grants (e.g., Bernhard, 2010) may be an obvious deterrent. In our own DBR work, we encountered substantial challenges finding an initial funding mechanism able to support a multi-year, educational technology development project. At that time, solicitations that supported technology development did not offer sufficient funds for an interdisciplinary team endeavor occurring over several years. In contrast, solicitations that did fund multi-year, interdisciplinary education projects at sufficient funding levels did not support technology development as part of the project work plan. Therefore, we suggest funding agencies may best support DBR research via through an assessment of current funding opportunities, with the goal of developing new programs and/or funding models specifically designed to support the interdisciplinary and emergent work that is suited to DBR.

Disseminating DBR Results
After securing funding for a three-year DBR project, our challenges shifted toward the dissemination of intermediate and in-progress findings resulting from our on-going work. In reviewing the studies (and reference lists) included in this review, it was difficult to discern a single pattern of DBR in EER publishing. In some cases, a journal publication appeared as the first/sole publication of the DBR study. In some of these cases, the journal publication covered a piece of a larger DBR study, and there was evidence of other journal and/or conference papers published on pilot studies or other facets of the larger DBR study. In other cases, there was record of conference papers and/or dissertations on the work published prior to the journal article. In still other cases, the research-focused journal publication was accompanied by a practitioner-focused journal publication.

Questions of what, where, and how to publish DBR studies are being addressed by today's DBR scholars, who argue the need to disseminate and share intermediate outcomes and findings as they evolve during DBR work. Kelly (2014), for example, suggested that the field of engineering education could:
benefit from synchronous sharing of intermediate results during the various stages of DBR research. Such stage-linked cross-fertilization would work against “silos” research in each content area. It would dramatically shorten the time that one community could learn from the other. Under current dissemination models, an engineering education researcher is highly unlikely to chance on a paper of a chemistry educator—especially one that would be published many months or even years after the actual experiments (p. 508).

While the number and variety of publication outlets uncovered by this review (Figure 2) suggest the availability of many opportunities for publishing DBR in EER work, the murky and as yet unchartered course for publishing may discourage new engineering education researchers from pursuing DBR studies. In order to support and encourage DBR in EER efforts, we suggest that EER journals develop DBR-focused special editions and/or publish specific guidelines for publishing intermediate and final DBR findings in regular edition manuscripts to ease uncertainty about publishing DBR studies.

Conclusion
In this narrative literature review, we identified 24 studies as empirical applications of design-based research within the field of engineering education. Our review provides insights into the ways design-based research is currently being implemented to advance engineering education imperatives and highlights practical opportunities and challenges for conducting design-based research in the context of engineering education. Across all studies, we found international use of design-based research at all levels of engineering education and in both formal and informal settings; findings and/or products from the studies are represented across a range of publication venues in engineering education, online learning, technology, and general education journals. Interestingly, less than one-half of the studies sought to develop technology-based interventions. While most studies focused efforts on developing interventions to improve professional skill development, teaching, assessment, or learning of engineering content, a small set of studies focused on developing interventions to improve societal problems in engineering education such as improving interest in, perceptions of, and participation in engineering careers. This work synthesizes existing empirical studies and provides a foundation for promoting and strengthening use of design-based research in future engineering education research.

Notes
1 Newstetter (2005) described their study as “follow[ing] the evolutionary trajectory of curricular design efforts over four years using Problem-based Learning (PBL) in the Department of Biomedical Engineering [BME].” The department included both graduate and undergraduate BME programs. While the PBL curricular efforts were implemented in both programs, this study was coded as graduate engineering education because the cognitive apprenticeship design experiments described within the study were conducted with Ph.D. students in the graduate BME program.
2 Kong et al. (2009) reported that the mean age of student participants was 9.91 years (SD = 0.36).
3 Friedrichsen et al. (2017) documented the diffusion (rather than the development) of the Concept Warehouse intervention in engineering education using a design-based research approach.
4 Blanchard et al. (2015) reported that the context of the study was a predominantly low-income, majority-minority community and provided detailed demographic information about the participants, including race, ethnicity, and gender data. (Gomez & Svihla, 2019) reported that the study was set at a Hispanic-serving institution in the southwestern United States.
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